TBB5
TBB5 and TBB5T bracket
fitting advice including
using for MX5 fitting

When the brackets are pointing outwards,
dimension A is 46 cm. Again, there is a small
amount that this measurement can be
manipulated by using the nylon spacers between
the seat and the bracket. It is recommended to
keep these spacers to a minimum to keep
twisting forces from the bolt during any potential
impact.

B
Here are some helpful pointers to a safe and secure
fitting of the Tillett TBB5 brackets and the 30 mm
taller version, the TBB5T onto the B5 seat.
The 5 mm thick aluminium brackets are powder
coated in a tough black textured finish and are
extremely light at only .95 kg for a pair.
The TBB5 brackets are specifically made to fit the B5
seat. The hole spacing on the sides is 23 cm which is
shorter than the other Tillett models, which are 29 cm.
The difference between the TBB5 and the TBB5T
brackets is that the TBB5 is made to fit on a runner
system, with its lower height allowing the dome of the
seat to touch the floor on a set of runners, whereas the
TBB5T is for solid fitment to a flat floor, or to further
raise the seat up by the 24 mm difference.
These bracket systems are set at 90 ° and can tuck
under the seat, or point outwards. The STRi and PTRi
Tillett seat adjustment runners match the brackets
turned inwards and the STRO and PTRO runners match
the brackets when turned outwards.
When pointing inwards the measurement for the A
dimension is 31.5 cm. This can be adjusted slightly
with the use of nylon spacers between the seat and
the bracket. The B dimension is always 31.5 cm. It
should be noted that the lowest rear angle adjustment
hole cannot be used with the brackets turned inwards.
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Make sure that high quality 12.9 strength M8 bolts
are used for all mounting points and we recommend
a torque setting of 35nM when fitting the bracket to
the side mounting points.
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TBB5
Fitting to the NA and NB
Mazda MX5/Matia
Using the TBB5 to fit B5 Tillett seats in the MX5 is
possible.
They enable you to use seat on top of the original
runners of the NA and NB MX5.

Showing MX5 NA/NB runners fitted to a B5
seat using the TBB5 brackets.

Fitting the TBB5 to the OEM Mazda runners requires
the runners to be removed first.
Turn the seat upside down and bolt the brackets to the
side mounts of the seat using the bolts provided
making sure that at a minimum of 10 mm going into
the seat but not more than 15 mm in the front bolts.
This is because the front bolts will hit the inner skin if
they go in too far.
The aim when bolting the ORM runners to the bottom
of the TBB5 or TBB5T brackets is to achieve certain
hole spacings across the bottom of the runners using
the slots in the base of the brackets.
In adjusting this width the dimensions for the seat in
the right hand side of the car is 33.3 cm for the front
and the rear at 34.7 cm.
On the left hand side of the car the hole spacing needs
to be 31.5 cm across the front and 32.8 across the rear.
Whatever spacers are used between the brackets and
seats and slot positions used the holes in the runners
must match these dimensions to line up with the floor
holes.

Showing how the TBB5 and the TBB5t differ
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